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About This Game

Will you become the greatest Head of State ?

Play one of the powerful rulers of a nation! . Slip into the shoes of the President of the U.S., or the leader of China, Russia, United
Kingdom, or other countries. Expand your influence on the world stage.

Two game modes are available

● Competition Mode : Play solo or with other players (up to 16 internet players). Confront one another or ally with other heads
of state. Armed conflicts, economic wars, attacks, spying, treason and alliances . . . anything could happen between computer

and human players.

● Simulation Mode : Choose a Head of State among the 170 proposed nations. Plunge into each of the 20 contextual scenarios
included, such as "Get out of the World Crisis" or "Afghanistan: The New Vietnam?" or “Iran, the next nuclear power ?”

The world's only simulation engine of its kind. With a new engine that includes thousands of updated economic values, players
have access to more than 1,000 different actions and can interact with 3D characters with over 6 hours of dialogue

Several integrated options:

● Online and real-time player rankings.
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● Choice of secret objectives.
● Integration of your own photos or 3D faces, logos, and

names, to make the game even more realistic.
● Interactive world map with more than 100 types of units
(buildings, military units, industry plants,...) in realtime 3D

● Interactive and realtime tutorial to easily learn main game
mechanisms.

● Original quiz game “test your knowledge” with over 3,000
questions. Various thematics, multiplayer and ranking

options: a good way to learn by playing!
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Title: Rulers of Nations
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Eversim
Publisher:
Eversim
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8, 7, VISTA, XP

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: any card compatible with DirectX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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I first started playing Anarchy Online (AO) in March 27th 2002, after I bought it with money I got for my 18th birthday. I think
I still had 28.8k internet, and had to put \u00a31 for every hour I paid into a piggybank, to pay for the internet. My computer
was so crappy, I had to run around in the old starting zones with my camera pointed straight down, and just tab+attack enemies
nearby. It probably took me a week before I left the "Backyard" starting area, because I was scared to leave its safety. When I
finally left, my computer just DIED.

Fast forward a bit, till I got a new computer, and could finally look around in Tir (clan starting city). Wow! Just wow! All these
people are playing together with me?! This was my very first MMO, and the thought of all these characters also being people
blew my mind. People were standing around on street corners, chatting, or trying to jump up to higher places so they could
perch and look cool. I found some people to team up with, and we did a "mission". Let me tell you though, getting missions to
work was difficult! One person had to roll a mission, get a key to the door, then buy a key duplicator and copy the entrence key
for everyone in the team! Eventually, "Team missions" were patched in though, and boy were they great! There were multiple
floors in the missions now, with a boss with loot at the end!

I played an Adventurer. Because I thought "Yeah, I want to explore!". Exploring in AO is amazing. There's always something to
find, even if it's not loot, but interesting places, DANGEROUS places! I remember running west out of Tir with a friend (the
friend who had asked me to get AO), because he wanted to show me somewhere we could hunt. A little down the ways, he
stopped, and said he had to "get his bearings". I was completely immersed! We finally got to our destination, and it was a huge
crater in the middle of the desert, filled with plantlife and animals (that we murdered).

Roleplaying. I first tried this in AO. There was something about it that tickled my fancy. I found myself a roleplaying
oroganization (guild), called "Sea of Change". We were extreme rebels. We roleplayed missions where we were sabotaging the
evil corporation Omni-Tek's progress, and we would not back down! I loved it. I loved roleplaying, and I was hooked. I played
AO for years, simply because of its roleplaying community. The ability to walk into The Happy Rebel, Reets Retreat or the
Rompa Bar, and there would be people everywhere, sitting in the booths, standing at the bar. If you wanted to find roleplay, you
would find it there, or in the parks. If anyone was "roleplay walking" anywhere, you could walk up and strike up a conversation.
The game became second, roleplay was king.

These are things that I've missed in AO. Running out somewhere to find places to hunt for experience with friends. Now it's all
about grinding the most xp rich places or missions, and doing dailies. The "outside" world seems empty and unused, aside from
the huge player cities that are a blister on the landscape and completely unimmersive. The roleplay is barely there anymore. The
community I had loved has mostly gone away. There's a sliver there, clinging on and doing their best to stay active, but it's not
the same.

Maybe getting AO on Steam will help, maybe it'll fill the bars and streets up again. I can only hope.

AO is a complicated beast. Nothing will come to you easy. You have to raise your own skills, and you can do it right, or you can
do it wrong. The game used to tote that you can play anyway you want. My adventurer? I used a two-handed polearm. It was
wrong. It got me to level 15-25, but then I couldn't kill anything anymore. A friend told me, "What? No. Don't you see that
adventurers are supposed to use two swords or two pistols?" My mind was blown. Don't get me wrong though, you can still play
the way you want, but you won't be optimal..

In the base, free game, there's 200 levels. I have no idea how long it would take you to get to that level now, but with casual play,
and mostly roleplaying, I believe it took me two years. You can probably do it in a couple of months, if you do things right.
Every level, you get some skillpoints to set up the way you want, either in tech, combat skills, base abilities, or tradeskills. It's all
up to you, really.

There's A LOT of classes, or professions as they're called, in AO. Adventurer, Soldier, Engineer, Meta-Phycisist, Trader,
Bureaucrat, Martial Artist, Enforcer, Fixer, Agent, Doctor and Nano Technician. The expansion, Shadowlands (SL), added two
more, the Shade and Keeper. Every class is so diverse. You most likely will find something for you. You have the archetypes:
Doctor (Healer), Enforcer (Tank), Nano Technician (Mage), but there's so much more.

I have never found another game with this kinds of creative and diverse classes. I love the adventurer for his\/her cool dual
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pistols (or swords, if that's your thing). I love the Trader for his shotgun and ability to drain his enemies to make himself and the
team stronger. I love the bureaucrat for his android pet and his ability to calm and charm nearly anything.

There are four "races", or breeds as they're called. The human "Solitus", which is the average type of breed. The Atrox, a
genderless (unless you have some cabbage?) strong brute. The fragile but intelligent Nanomage. And the slender, agile Opifex.
Every breed can play any profession for either side of the conflict. It's all up to you how you want to mix and match. Want to
play a nanomage enforcer? With strong nano programs (spells) but generally weak physique? Up to you. Want to play an atrox
nano technician? Bad nano programs but lots of health? Go ahead, it's a challenge!

I used to love this game. I want to love this game again. I wish it all the best. I love the memories I have from it. It might look
like mud, run a little bad, be complex af, and not friendly to new players, it might take you an hour just to go through the HUD,
but it's worth it.

You should play this game, and make some memories for yourself.. This game is a suprisingly good horror game for what it is.

The only real thing it's missing is content, like more maps, or different gamemodes, or more mechanics, because as it stands it
feels more like a hollow shell than a game.

That said, for the price of literally a buck, I cannot recommend it enough.. It is located in the game files
( steam\\ steamapps\\common\\ enter the gungeon )
*flies away*. Brief overview:
What is it?

Pako 2 in it's most simple form can be described as a twin-stick shooter, getaway driving simulator.
You start yourself off with either a sedan or a van and from there enter the world of Pako 2
Once ingame you either follow the marker or make your own way to one of the many jobs and pickup the criminals.
Once the criminals are in your car, you put your foot to the floor, or rather your finger to the trigger or button in some cases,
trying to get them to their escape point where you'll be given a set amount of cash depending on how fast you were.

Gameplay:
Pako 2 improves on the previous game by giving you purpose and meaning behind the driving. Before it was simply don't get
arrested.
Now with the incentive of money and wanting to upgrade your guns or cars, you make your way from job to job, stacking as
much
cash as you feel comfortable with before making for an escape. With each of the 20+ jobs possible in each level you do, you'll
also be
rewarded with a multiplier on the money and even an extra chunk of cash for actually escaping the police. But be sure to
remember that
after so many jobs, police will keep coming back, harder and better than before, in a more intense attempt at taking you down.

While using one thumbstick to turn your vehicle, your other thumb is focused on shooting the cops and even clearing traffic at
times.
As I mentioned, upgrading guns is a big thing in Pako 2. Every gun plays differently from one another. From the pistol you start
with dealing a barely usable amount of damage you can move to a shotgun which will deal damage across multiple cop cars at
once,
or maybe even go to a minigun where you can fire out a more focused blast of damage toward the cops.
It's fun trying them all and seeing what fits your preference and gameplay style.

While there are a wide range of vehicles to be chosen ingame, and some of them look interesting and unique,
In my personal time of playing Pako 2, I didn't feel as if I needed to swap vehicles so I mainly kept to my starting two and just
upgraded them as I progressed and had the money available to me. However sometihng to do with the cars that really appealed
to me
was the ability to have a "Mod" and what these mods would do is things like slow down time with the "bullet time" mod.
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Then there were others such as "Mines" which well, they let you drop a mine behind you as you drove on. While there are only
four different mods, each one makes the game feel quiet different which is nice to see from something that seems like such a
small
option.

Visuals:

As far as visuals go, Pako 2 goes for an eighties VHS kind of feel and I personally really am a fan of it. You can turn this VHS
mode off in the settings but why would you?
I personally believe it gives the game a bit more character and personality than without it. Aside from that however the visuals
are somewhat simplistic and won't take anything
more than a Nvidia 8600 GT to run the game, at least according to the steam page. With most steam users running the GTX
1060 followed by the GTX 750ti graphics card according to Rock paper shotgun, 60fps should be no issue at all.

Replayability:
Pako 2 is all about replayability. The game is's all about building up your cars, getting new guns and trying out abilities. There
are so many different combinations of vehicles, abilities and guns that you could replay this game
a very large number of times and end up sinking more time than you expect into it. Not only is it fun but it's somewhat mindless
fun, once you get used to everything you can take it as a pretty chilled out game.
Do a couple jobs, escape, upgrade, repeat. However on the flip side of that, you can go full tryhard mode and attempt to
complete all of the level's jobs within one run followed by escaping.
Something I have yet to do but hope I'll be able to at some point.

Verdict:
Pako 2 is a major improvement from the first game and is overall a really fun time waster with enough depth and replayability
to keep you coming back for more. However there are times when the game can be a bit too challanging
and while that's more than likely to be a lack of skill, it may push some casual players off from wanting to pick up and have a go
at this game.. I've only just started playing the game (which I enjoy so far): the only thing I wanted to point out is the graphical
glitch I encounter almost constantly when the main character moves or runs (as an Air Mage, maybe the other sprites work well)
in the form of lines appearing next to the character, sort of in a boxed shape.

Thanks for ressurrecting the spirit of these classic adventure games!
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Soundtrack alone makes this game worth the price. Just wish it had diagonal movement.. Haven't played Robocraft for a while
and only came back a few days ago. The first thing I noticed was that the existence of "robopass" and "cosmetic credits" does
make me feel like a freemium player again. The extendet colorwheel and the additional cosmetic CPU aren't really worth the
44,99\u20ac I paid for P4L back in the day. The experience-boost is only nice-ish as long as you still have a need for tech
points.

Back in the day of lootboxes, this purchase was worth it, you would get so many cool things and cosmetics back then, but
nowadays... not so much! This pack isn't worth more than max 22\u20ac. Might change my review later, if freejam makes being
a premium-player more rewarding again.. The best way to describe MUSYNX is that it's 4K/6K """""""beatmania IIDX"""""""
due to the keysounding, but a lot more beginner friendly.

MUSYNX is a good gateway drug to rhythm gaming, giving you a pretty generous timing and it's *heavily* accuracy based (the
timing for the maximum theoretical score of 125% is +/-1ms), so missing a note is not as big of a deal as other rhythm games
with combo-based scoring. That said, being off with your note hits are going to have a noticeable effect to your music listening
experience so getting the timing as close to perfect as possible is still your main objective. The game does have a Sound
Enhancer feature, correcting the keysounds depending on the value you set it on to improve the music listening experience even
if you suck.

A lot of the music are from Chinese and Japanese indie DJs so it is an acquired taste, but this is pretty much expected for a
regular Asian rhythm game. That said, you can find some soundtracks for a few games like Opus, ICEY, and even Nekopara for
some reason.

I highly recommend you try this game out, with the Friends Forever pack if you want to enter the world of rhythm gaming. This
is a good introduction to standard 4K/6K gameplay of a lot of rhythm games (specifically mobile rhythm games) and
keysounded gameplay. While the Smartphone versions of MUSYNC are available to download for free, a lot of the good songs
are locked behind purchase except if you buy the Forever Friends pack, which costs 30 USD -- a big price gap compared to the
Steam version. Besides, this is an objectively superior version due to the use of physical buttons rather than touchscreen with
massive input delay, which is detrimental to the keysound-dependent gameplay.. Sim UK Junior Rating (74\/100)
===============================
Longevity: 6
Fun: 7
Educational: 9
Positivity + Equality: 9
Replayability: 6
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K5qGaWET-kk
This game has won awards in Germany for PAEDI 2016 Awards Outstanding children\u2019s software and it is easy to see why
that is.

The animations and illustrations are impressive and brilliantly colourful, bright and packed full of fun. Ideal for an inquisitive
youngster!

I wish there were more games like this, as a parent I search constantly for ways to help teach my little one in new and creative
ways and sometimes an educational game is just the ticket!

 PROS
======

-\tFun & Educational.

-\tBeautiful animations, vibrant, happy and fun. Perfect for a child\u2019s reading book.

-\tInteresting storyline and characters.
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-\tEasy for early readers and more advanced readers to enjoy, even by themselves.

-\tEach time you play there appear to be slightly different items on display in some of the chapters. This encourages repeat play
(important for reading).

-\tFair price.

 CONS
======

-\tAs good as this is I think more could have done on the assisted reading front; coloured text for important words, perhaps an
option to have the words spoken\u2026.even single spoken words upon a click. This would enable young children to learn even
when playing alone.

-\tInconsistencies around how the story Text boxes are dismissed caused a few accidental quick click dismissal
incidents\u2026.As a result you don\u2019t know exactly what to do. It is easily overcome but a frustration none the less.

-\tSome of the chapters are way too quick\u2026single click completion.

-\tThe game is a mobile port, nicely done but not fully utilising the PC opportunities.

-\tLanguage translation is fine 90% of the time, but a small amount of questionable rhyming word selections will stand out to
adults.. I started as an absolute beginner with the flute. First levels seemed to be really easy. But the game is more difficult in
higher levels. Now I have played the game for 10 hours and I have finished all the basic levels. I have to practice more for the X
level and DLC songs.

There are not many good games for instrument practice and I only know about this one for soprano flute (recorder).
I only wish there would be an option for alto flute. It would be also nice to have an editor for new songs.. Beautiful art, great
soundtrack, and fun! A++ would buy again. I had some slowdown but that's because I was running it along with work things,
ahaha :D. I reccomend this game for its:

1. Easy to understand and use controls
2. Its simplicity and just overall fun storyline
3. The AI intellegence
4. The increasing difficulty as the game progresses
5. The many gamemodes that one is able to play.

Although this game cannot boast about having an easy to connect to multiplayer (because you need a controler to play with
another person), it is a very addictive and fun game that you can play a round of singleplayer or with AI and then leave soon
after that round because of the quick dynamics which really convince you to play that one extra round after you lose a match.

Should you wear headphones?

The soundtrack is fantastic and even if it may get repetitive it never bores you and just makes that feeling of an endless 'wand
war' come to action.

Some things I might change:

I feel like the campaign or story mode should be the first option when you open the game instead of the training game because
its monotonous if I am to restart my computer or something for an update and I have to continuously slide back to whichever
mode I need.

I also feel like a multiplayer (online or local) would be greatly appreciated because when I get bored with the normal
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gamemodes I would like to play with a friend but now purchase a controller just to do that.

All in all this game is really worth it for the price that it costs and I sincerely reccomend purchasing it (but when its on sale).. I
Can't input name correctly in english, japanese, chinese, any languages in this game. When i play this game the character is
married, and i play until the baby is born. i want to name the baby. all the game is stopped over there can not move, only can do
is (ALT F4), please fix it.

\u6211\u65e0\u6cd5\u5728\u82f1\u8bed\uff0c\u65e5\u8bed\uff0c\u4e2d\u6587\uff0c\u4efb\u4f55\u8bed\u8a00\u4e2d\u6b6
3\u786e\u8f93\u5165\u540d\u79f0\u3002\u5f53\u6211\u73a9\u8fd9\u4e2a\u6e38\u620f\u65f6\uff0c\u89d2\u8272\u5df2\u7e
cf\u7ed3\u5a5a\uff0c\u6211\u4e00\u76f4\u73a9\u5230\u5b9d\u5b9d\u51fa\u751f\u3002\u6211\u60f3\u7ed9\u5b9d\u5b9d\u8
d77\u4e2a\u540d\u5b57\u3002\u6240\u6709\u6e38\u620f\u90fd\u505c\u5728\u90a3\u91cc\u65e0\u6cd5\u79fb\u52a8\uff0c\
u53ea\u80fd\u505a\uff08ALT F4\uff09\uff0c\u8bf7\u4fee\u590d\u5b83\u3002. Probably my favourite puzzle game.

To me, everything about it is perfect -- the graphics, the sounds, the music, the UI, the feel, the difficulty, the variety.

Comes with a set of easy puzzles that you can finish in one sitting (or let your kid play them), and a set of harder ones that will
last you a while, plus the optional added challenges of finding all the moon pearls and illuminating (covering) all the symbols.
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